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PRESS RELEASE
Orbetron, LLC announces new location
By Roger Hultquist
January 1/18/18
Cumberland, RI – Orbetron, LLC a WI based company announces a new location in Cumberland
Rhode Island. This new location allows us to expand our dry bulk material lab testing capabilities,
assembly of our feeding and blending equipment, and future capabilities to add additional engineering
resources for our continued product developments. Furthermore, this facility helps up better serve our
Eastern US and Canadian customers more affectively.
With the additional square footage at our RI location we can now expand to improve our platform of
products to include feeding/mixing of dry bulk materials, and liquids.
Our new location is located at 45 Industrial RD., Suite 208, Cumberland, RI 02864.
As Orbetron looks into the future, the New England region gives us the ability to hire the technical
personnel we will need to expand our product offering. To ensure our continued growth, we are always
reviewing new opportunities and partners to grow and expand with.
About Orbetron, LLC
Orbetron, LLC was founded in 2011 by Roger Hultquist & Hank Gray. It has enjoyed 7 years as an
independent company, and is poised to grow and expand into industries we already serve. Within the
last couple of years we have been able to branch out and sell our products internationally, and will
continue to build on that success through our RI facility.
Orbetron, LLC sales, engineers, services and manufactures feeding and blending equipment for the
following industries, Plastics, Pharma, Food, Agriculture, Chemical, and Health & Beauty.
Our feeding products are the most versatile in the industry.
Orbetron can feed dry bulk materials from <1 gram/hour up to 922 cuft/hour.
Orbetron continues to partner with industry OEM’s to private label, and design feeding equipment for
resale and specific applications.
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